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Modelling and LPV control of an electro-hydraulic servo system

Frans Wijnheijmer, Gerrit Naus, Wil Post,

Maarten Steinbuch and Piet Teerhuis

Abstract— This paper aims to show the modelling and control
of an hydraulic servo system, targeting at frequency domain
based controller design and the implementation of a LPV
controller. The actual set-up consists of a mass, moved by
a hydraulic cylinder and an electro-hydraulic servo valve. A
nonlinear parametric model of the system, a number of fitted
linear black box models as well as a LPV model combining
these fits have been determined. In discretization of the control
strategies for implementation on a digital control system, a
new discretization algorithm is derived for LPV structures.
Simulations and experimental results indicate the potential
benefits of a position dependent controller over a classical
controller, but show the limitations as well.

I. INTRODUCTION

The classical and commonly used approach in the control

of electro-hydraulic servo systems is based on local lineari-

sation of the nonlinear dynamics of the system [5], [11].

However such approach requires conservative controllers

that sacrifice performance in favour of robustness. In order

to handle the position dependent dynamics of a hydraulic

system [13] and [12] propose an adaptive controller. How-

ever, they apply the adaptation in a situation where the

model can be predicted on beforehand. A force-based control

synthesis is proposed by [8] to come to a sort of dynamic

feedback linearisation. Although the results are promising,

this approach merely shifts the nonlinear dynamics to the

force controller than really solve the problem. To be able to

cope with the nonlinear dynamics, [7] applies backstepping.

Utilizing a gain-scheduling control synthesis, a controller

that has the capability to vary for changing parameters can be

found. [4] uses such a synthesis, Linear Parameter Varying

(LPV) control, to control an injection-moulding machine.

LPV is based on a robust (i.e. H∞ ) control synthesis to

come to a gain scheduling controller with proven stability

[6].

This paper discusses the modelling and control of an electro-

hydraulic servo system comparing classical-, H∞ and LPV

control. First a nonlinear parametric model, i.e. white box

model, of the system is derived (Section II-B). The resulting

insight in the system characteristics is used in developing

a number of linear black box models (Section II-C). This

shows the position dependent natural frequency, limiting

the performance of a global controller. To be able to cope
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Fig. 1. The actual set-up of the electro-hydraulic servo system.

with this changing characteristics of the system effectively,

frequency domain based controller design is used, ultimately

targeting at a gain scheduling approach. Using loop shaping

techniques, a classical controller is developed combining

position and pressure feedback to achieve position tracking

(Section III-A) in the first place. As a comparison, a number

of local and a global H∞ controller are developed next (Sec-

tion III-B). Finally a LPV controller is developed (Section

III-C), whose implementation required the development of a

new discretization algorithm (Section IV).

II. MODELLING

A. System description

In our set-up the linear hydraulic actuator with hydrostatic

bearings is mounted horizontally and drives a mass m. The

weight of the mass is supported by a linear guide with rolling

elements, so the friction is negligible. The actual hardware of

the set-up is shown in Fig. 1 and the corresponding hydraulic

diagram in Fig. 2. The electro-hydraulic servo valve used is a

common four-way (symmetrical) critical center type of valve,

but should be connected in a three-way valve configuration

as in Fig. 2. Such configuration is necessary in case of

asymmetric cylinders to avoid pressure jumps at the reversal

of the movement of the rod, due to the difference in in- and

out-going flows of the cylinder, see [11].

The servo valve is mounted on top of the cylinder to

minimize the effects of the dead volumes. The position

sensor is integrated in the piston rod of the cylinder and

a pressure sensor for measuring the pressure in the piston

chamber of the cylinder is mounted on the manifold of the

servo valve. These sensors are assumed to be ideal and are

not taken into account in the dynamic models. A current

amplifier converting input voltage u to current i for the servo

valve is also considered ideal.
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Fig. 2. Hydraulic diagram of the electro-hydraulic servo system.

B. White box model

In this section a parametric model of the system is derived,

see Fig. 2. The load pressure is defined as pL = p − 1/2ps

and is normalized with respect to the supply pressure: pLn =
2pL/ps ∈ [−1, 1]. The leakage flow of the hydrostatic

bearing is assumed to be laminar, i.e. linear with respect of

the pressure difference across the narrow gap. Normalizing

the leakage flow with respect to the maximum leakage flow

qNi, i.e. the leakage flow at pLn = −1 results in: ql =
1/2qNi(1− pLn). From the mass balance of the piston side

of the cylinder follows ([5], [11]):

Aẏ = −V

E
ṗL + qv + ql (1)

where A is the piston area, y is the position, V is the

total trapped volume of the fluid, E is the effective bulk

modulus and qv is the valve flow. The total volume V equals

V = V0 + Ay. So the dynamics of the cylinder change

during movement of the load, indicating nonlinear behaviour.

Eq. (1) can be rewritten in the normalized form of:

ṗLn =
2E

psV

(
qv − Aẏ +

1
2
qNi(1 − pLn)

)
(2)

The valve flow qv is a nonlinear function of the pressure

difference across the valve ports (a1 or a2) and the valve

spool position x, see Fig. 2. The valve flow is assumed to

be turbulent (orifice flow: q = A0(x)Cd

√
Δp [5]), so the

volume flow for the critical center servo valve is given by:

qv = c0x
√

ps − |x|
x pL = qNxn

√
1 − |xn|

xn
pLn

c0 = Cdw
√

2
ρ

(3)

where qN is the rated volume flow of the valve at full input

signal (or x = xmax) and at pL = 0 and is given by the

manufacturer, xn = x/xmax is the normalized valve spool

position , Cd is the effective discharge coefficient, w the

width of the port of the valve and ρ is the density of the

fluid.

Eq. (3) is linearized for small variations (xe, pe) around a

working point (x0, p0) = (ε, 0) of the servo valve, i.e. at

no static load and at a small valve opening. The latter is

a necessary condition for a turbulent flow, otherwise the

flow becomes laminar, thus already linear in the valve spool

position x. Linearisation of (3) results in:

qv = qlin = qN

(
xn − |xn|

xn

ε

2
pLn

)
(4)

Because of the negligible friction the load dynamics reduce

to:

mÿ =
ps

2
ApLn (5)

where m is the total of the moving mass. Combining the

dynamic models (2), (4) and (5) yields (see also [11]):

mV

EA2

...
y +

m

A2ps
(qNl

+ qNε)ÿ + ẏ =
qN

A
xn (6)

The dynamics of the servo valve, i.e. of the first stage(s)

should be considered. In this case, the valve has a substantial

phase lag in the range of interest, influencing the system

dynamics. Derived from the transfer function of the servo

valve as provided by the manufacturer a second order system

has been determined, see [10]. Taking into account the ideal

dynamical behaviour of the current amplifier, the transfer

function of input signal u (voltage) to valve spool position

xn can be given by:

Xn

U
=

1
c1s2 + c2s + 1

(7)

where s is the Laplace operator, c1 = 1/ω2
0,V and c2 =

2βV /ω0,V , with βV and ω0,V the damping ratio respectively

the natural frequency of the valve, are the constants resulting

from fitting (7) on supplier data. For this servo valve a

natural frequency of fn,V = 2π ω0,V ≈ 120 Hz is found.

Attention is paid to fit on the phase rather then the amplitude

characteristic, since the phase lag is most important in control

design, see [3] and also section III.

Using a Laplace transformation, (6) is transformed into

transfer functions for the position- and for the pressure

responses respectively. In combination with (7), this yields:

Y

U
=

1
(c1s2 + c2s + 1)

.
c3

s(c4s2 + c5s + 1)
(8)

PLn

U
=

1
(c1s2 + c2s + 1)

.
c6c3s

(c4s2 + c5s + 1)
(9)

with ⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

c3 = qN

A
c4 = m

EA2 V = 1/ω2
0

c5 = m
A2ps

(qNl
+ qNε) = 2β/ω0

c6 = 2m
Aps

V = Ay + V0

where ω0 is the natural frequency of the system and β is

the damping ratio of the system. Note that parameter c4

is position (y) dependent, resulting in a shifting complex

position-dependent pole pair in both the position and the

3117
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Fig. 3. Measured open loop position TFE’s and the corresponding black box
model transfer functions from u to y. From left to right, the plots correspond
to a position of 95%, 50%, 25% and 5% of the stroke S respectively. The
black box models are plotted on top of the measured TFE’s.

pressure transfer function responses. Consequently (8) and

(9) are only linear at fixed positions, resulting in a nonlinear

parametric model. Furthermore the position transfer function

response (8) has an integrating action, while the pressure

transfer function response (9) has a differentiating action.

C. Black box model

Input -output measurements were performed on the experi-

mental set-up in order to determine actual Transfer Function

Estimates (TFE’s) to validate the modelling. Based on the

white box model of the system (Eq. (8), (9)), at different

working points linear black box models are fitted on these

TFE’s using pole-zero placement techniques.

The white box models revealed one moving complex pole

for different rod positions and two position independent

poles describing the valve dynamics. Consequently a set

of linear black box models for varying positions has been

determined including separate models for the position and for

the pressure. The black box models of the position transfer

functions include an integrating action, identical poles for

the valve dynamics (determined by ω0,V and βV ) and a

model specific complex pole pair at the natural frequency

ω0. The models of the pressure transfer functions include

a differentiating action, the same fixed poles for the valve

dynamics and the same model specific complex pole pairs.

The resulting black box models are plotted on top of the

measured TFE’s in Fig. 3 and 4. Note that the phase lag due

to the servo valve dynamics indeed appears to be significant.

As Fig 3, 4 demonstrate, the black box models are an

accurate representation of the system at specific working

points. Consequently these models will be used in further

controller design.

D. LPV model

Anticipating at the development of a LPV controller (see

Section III-C), a LPV model is derived. A LPV model in

fact is a state-space model with parameters that are linear

dependent on a variable (see [2]). In this case the position

dependency of the system is taken into account by a variable

θ. The white box model revealed a position dependency,

which is approximately linear to 1/V (see Eq. (8), (9)). This
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Fig. 4. Measured open loop pressure TFE’s and the corresponding black
box model transfer functions from u to pL. From left to right, the plots
correspond to a position of 95%, 50%, 25% and 5% of the stroke S
respectively. The black box models are plotted on top of the TFE’s.

yields for θ:

θ ≈ 1
V

∼ 1
y

=
1

y + cθ
(10)

with cθ a bias. After transformation of the black box models

into a set of state-space models, the LPV model results from

a linear least squares fit of these state-space models on the

parameter θ: {
ẋ = A(θ)x + Bu
y = Cx + Du

(11)

with x the state of the system and u and y the inputs

respectively the outputs of the system. Validating figures,

which are not included, show the good correspondence of

the resulting LPV model with the black box models and the

measurements.

III. CONTROLLER DESIGN

Modelling of the system shows the position dependent

natural frequency. Considering controller design, this will

limit the performance of a globally stable controller with

respect to the performance of locally stable controllers. In

order to cope with this changing characteristics of the system

effectively, frequency domain based controller design is used,

ultimately resulting in a gain scheduling approach. The mod-

els developed in Section II-C are used as a basis for controller

design. To gain insight in the closed loop behaviour of

the system, first a global classical controller is developed

using loop shaping techniques. To value this design, which

is mostly based on engineering skills, a H∞ synthesis is used

to design a global H∞ controller. Next a LPV synthesis is

used to develop a parameter varying controller, which has to

include the possible benefits of a gain-scheduling approach,

i.e. comprising the position dependency of the system in the

controller. A number of local H∞ controllers is designed

to use as a benchmark for the resulting LPV controller.

Frequency domain results are compared locally as well as

globally for all controllers.

3118
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Fig. 5. Nyquist plots of the open loop system at 5% and at 95% of the
stroke S (the left respectively the right figure). With respect to the dashed
plots, pressure feedback is added to the open loop responses in the solid
plots.
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Fig. 6. Schematic layout of the closed loop position control system
including pressure feedback.

A. Classical feedback control

The methods for designing classical feedback control of an

electro-hydraulic servo system are for example described by

[11]. In this case loop shaping techniques are applied, which

is a relatively easy and fast method to design controllers

enabling insight in the (linear) closed loop behaviour of the

system (see [9]).

Nyquist plots of the system (Fig. 5) indicate that the phase

at the natural frequency is over 180◦. This implies that the

system is so-called phase-stabilised [3]. Adding a differen-

tiating action would result in a cancelation of this phase-

stabilisation. However, pressure feedback has a dampening

effect on the position feedback loop as well, as is shown in

Fig. 5 (see also [11]).

Hence, the favourable layout of the controlled system has

been chosen as a combination of position- and pressure

feedback (see Fig. 6). Sequential loop closing can be used

for closing both feedback loops properly. The pressure loop

influences the behaviour of the position loop, but not the

other way around. So generally the pressure loop is closed

first after which the position loop is closed, determining the

final system performance.

Due to the dynamics of the servo valve, in practice the

pressure loop becomes too sensitive for more retracted rod

positions. Consequently application of pressure feedback is

only utilizable for extended positions of the rod (see Fig.

5). Since the controller has to be globally stable (for all

positions), application of the pressure feedback is omitted.

Similarly, implementation of a dampening notch filter ap-

peared not to be effective.

Consequently a classical, globally stable controller only com-

prises a proportional gain. The global controller performance

is determined by a local controller designed at the most

Vr

We V�

Wu Vu

z
1

z
2

w1

w2

w
3

e utot
yref

y

C H
p

� Ht

Fig. 7. General H∞ system layout: the closed loop system including the
H∞ filters.

extended rod position at which the natural frequency of

the system is lowest. This controller will also be stable

for more retracted positions. The Nyquist stability criterion,

comprising a gain as well as a phase margin, is used to select

a proper gain for the controller.

The controller is implemented as an analogue- as well as a

digital controller. In the actual set-up, a bandwidth of about

15 Hz is achieved. Taking into account the complete working

range of the system (5% up to 95% of the stroke S), this

clearly is a conservative controller for most of this range;

using controllers which are locally tuned, bandwidths of 25
up to 30 Hz can be achieved (see Section III-B). However,

these controllers are only locally stable.

B. H∞ control

H∞ control can be regarded as a tuning method to make

closed loop properties like the sensitivity (S) or the comple-

mentary sensitivity (T ), meet criteria regarding performance

and robustness of the controlled system. For this purpose,

H∞ input filters Vr,η,u and output filters We,u are added

to the closed loop system (see Fig. 7). The shifting natural

frequency has been modelled as a plant uncertainty Δ, which

yields the position dependent plant Ht (see Fig. 7). The

input-output relation for this so-called extended system then

becomes:

(
z1

z2

)
=

⎛
⎝ WeSVr WuCSVr

WeSPVu WuTVu

WeTVη WuCSVeta

⎞
⎠

T ⎛
⎝ w1

w2

w3

⎞
⎠ (12)

The closed loop properties S and T can now be shaped

by the added filters, targeting at minimization of all input-

output transfers w1,2,3 to z1,2 (see Eq. (12)). A theoretical

description of H∞ control is e.g. given by [6].

A H∞ controller with reasonably good robust performance

over the complete working range of the system could not be

found. Consequently the final global H∞ controller is only

usable for positions between 50% and 95% of the stroke S.

The controller has a bandwidth of about 10 Hz and shows

a dip around the average natural frequency (see Fig. 8). In

comparison to the classical controller this can be interpreted

as a kind of skewed notch filter, which did not work for the

global classical controller either.

In designing local H∞ controllers (used to validate the

LPV controller of Section III-C), the filters are adjusted to

account for the plant uncertainty that can be decreased due

3119
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Fig. 8. Position open loop transfer functions of the system at 95% and at
5% of the stroke S (the solid dark plots) including the global H∞ controller
(the dashed plot). The solid grey plots show the corresponding black box
models.
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Fig. 9. Position open loop transfer functions of the system at 95% and at
5% of the stroke S (the solid dark plots) including two local H∞ controllers
(the dashed plots). The solid grey plots show the corresponding black box
models.

to the smaller working range. The controllers are designed

about the working points chosen in Section II-C (see Fig.

3). As a result a position dependent notch filter is present

in the local H∞ controllers. This yields an increased

phase margin, which enables increasing of the gain of the

controllers and thus increasing of the bandwidth of the

controlled system of about 25 to 30 Hz (see Fig. 9).

C. LPV control

In the LPV synthesis used [1], the (non)linear dependency

of the system on a varying parameter is taken into account in

the controller design. As a varying parameter, θ is used (see

section II-D) and the LPV model developed in Section II-D is

used as a basis for the controller design. Hence the controller

will be (linearly) dependent on θ. Although the achievable

performance will change as a result of this, it should be able

to achieve a global bandwidth and performance significantly

better than those of the global H∞ controller. Hence the

controller structure of the local H∞ controllers is used as a

benchmark (see Section III-B). Unfortunately the resulting

LPV controller does not incorporate a notch filter, which in

fact made the local H∞ controllers adaptive for different

values of θ. This can be attributed to the robustness of

the LPV controller for infinite fast changes in θ, which
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Fig. 10. Position open loop transfer functions of the system at 95% and
at 5% of the stroke S (the solid dark plots) including the varying LPV
controller (the dashed plots). The solid grey plots show the corresponding
black box models.

is inherent to the LPV synthesis used. Consequently the

resulting LPV controller is more conservative than necessary.

Because of this, the performance of the LPV controller with

a bandwidth of about 15 to 20 Hz is approximately identical

to the performance of the global classical controller (see Fig.

9).

From this it may be concluded that the concept of the LPV

controller appears to be appropriate, but the synthesis is too

conservative. Syntheses with adjustable weights on the time

derivative of the varying parameter θ are less conservative

and could lead to results comparable to those of the locally

tuned H∞ controllers. However, the local H∞ controllers

contain a lot of nonlinear parameters with respect to θ, which

makes e.g. combining of these controllers difficult. These

syntheses are still under investigation.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE LPV CONTROLLER

For actual implementation of the LPV controller, the

controller has to be discretisized. However, standard dis-

cretization methods like a 1th-order hold method perform

a nonlinear transformation to the resulting system matrix.

This would break up the LPV controller structure, which

consists of two state-space systems. In literature no solution

to this discretization problem could be found. In most cases

an online discretization method is used or the analogue

controller is implemented in a discrete manner. Consequently

a new algorithm to transform the LPV controller to the dis-

crete domain has been developed, such that transformations

applied at the system matrices are performed on both state-

space systems and no nonlinear transformations are made.

For a momentary value of θ, the corresponding state-space

system is derived by a linear interpolation of the system

matrices: the states are ’pulled out’ of the system matrix

and put into the feedbackloop ẋ = θ1ẋ1 +θ2ẋ2 with θ1 = θ,

θ2 = 1 − θ and the output y = θ1y1 + θ2y2 (see Eq. (13)).

If this system is discretisized, the old states are not affected,

because they have been ’pulled out’ of the system into the

C-matrix. The new A-matrix is also not affected, since it is

a zero matrix that gives a unit matrix after discretization and

3120



the resulting system becomes:⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

ẋ′

ẋ1

ẋ2

y1

y2

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ =

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

∅ I ∅
A1 ∅ B1

A2 ∅ B2

C1 ∅ D1

C2 ∅ D2

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

⎛
⎝ x′

ẋ
u

⎞
⎠ (13)

Discretisizing this system (including the feedback loop)

yields a system with a nonzero D-matrix. Combined with

the static feedback loop, this results in an algebraic loop

(originating from B1 and B2 in (13)). This loop can be

solved for varying parameter θ, which results in a feedback

loop with x = x(u, x′, θ, θ2) + h.o.t.. Neglecting the higher

order terms, this can then be rewritten as a state space

representation, which yields:

(14)⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

x′
k+1

x1k

x2k

x3k

y1k

y2k

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

=

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

I I ∅
H0 ∅ K0

θ1H1 ∅ θ1K1

θ2
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The system of Eq. (14) has no algebraic loops and has been

implemented successfully in the test set-up.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

A. Conclusions

Modelling: The parametric white box modelling provides

good insight in the nonlinear characteristics of the system.

Based on measurements and using this insight, a set of linear

black box models is derived giving an accurate description

of the system at several specific working points. The LPV

model combines the accuracy of the black box models and

the nonlinear system characteristics of the white box model.

Control: Global constant linear controllers like a classical

or a H∞ controller are limited in performance by the

shifting natural frequency of the system. Damping the

natural frequency by means of pressure feedback or

implementation of a skewed notch is limited by the phase

margin of the system, which is decreased in particular by

the dynamics of the servo valve. As a result manual loop

shaping techniques show slightly better results than a H∞
synthesis.

Application of a LPV synthesis does not give rise to

performance increase nor bandwidth increase of the

resulting global controller comparable to the performances

and bandwidths of local H∞ controllers. Due to the inherent

robustness of the LPV synthesis for infinite fast changes in

(in this case) the position of the piston rod, the resulting

controller is too conservative.

B. Recommendations

The concept of the LPV controller appears to be appro-

priate, but the synthesis is too conservative. Syntheses with

adjustable weights on the time derivative of the varying

parameter θ are less conservative and could lead to results

comparable to those of the locally tuned H∞ controllers.

However, the local H∞ controllers contain a lot of nonlinear

parameters with respect to θ, which makes e.g. combining

of these controllers difficult. These syntheses seem very

promising.
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NOMENCLATURE

A effective piston surface = 1.963 10−5 (m2)
E effective oil bulk modulus = 9 109 (Pa)
S stroke = 0.2 (m)
V total volume (m3)
V0 dead volume (m3)
fn,V natural frequency of valve (Hz)
i input current (A)
m total mass = 130 (kg)
pL load pressure (Pa)
pn normalized pressure
ps supply pressure = 7 106 (Pa)
qN rated volume flow = 6.5 10−4 (m3/s)
qNl

nominal leakage flow (m3/s)
u input voltage (V )
x spool position of valve (m)
xn normalized spool position
y position (m)

Greek letters
βV damping ratio of the valve
ε linearisation point of x
θ LPV controller variable
ω0 natural frequency of system (rad/s)
ω0,V natural frequency of valve (rad/s)
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